Lockheed C-141B Starlifter

15th Military Airlift Squadron, 63rd Military Airlift Wing, Military Airlift Command: Norton AFB, California, 1990
By Colin Ovens
Kit: 1/200th Scale Kit by Italeri / Dragon

Background
Eighteen months ago, I completed (survived?) the Dragon/Italeri offering of the Boeing B-52H
Superfortress in this scale; after that I asked myself if I would build another- the answer was a
resounding “NO!” I still stand by that decision! However, lurking somewhere near the bottom of
the pile of un-built kits was a Lockheed C-141B kit I had purchased in 1985; a label on the “bag of
bits” gave its date of packaging as 18-02-1983. Recently, I have been tempted to sell it from “under
the table” at a model show; this temptation gained considerable strength after my “battle” with the
dreadful B-52H. However, now I was to discover if the B-52H was a rogue kit- an aberration on the
manufacturer’s behalf, or was it typical of this range of kits?
We have all encountered kits that, on opening the box, give one a vague sense that all may not be well.
A sense of foreboding... This C-141B kit gave me that feeling, though that may have been because of
my experience with the B-52H. However, the parts are beautifully moulded and subtly detailed. The
instruction sheet looked extremely sparse- vague even, compared with what we find in contemporary
kits. Another thing that made me wary of this kit was the fact that I cannot recall seeing a
completed example on display at any model show- perhaps that was a warning!

The Build
Test-fitting the fuselage halves showed they fitted quite well. The kit is designed to be displayed
with the rear doors open and ramp displayed, and also includes two HMMVs, (camouflaging these, in
1/200th scale, could be “interesting” if I included them); the instructions show camouflage patterns
and colours for the vehicles.
There is little interior detail for a model designed to display its interior! There is a short section
of floor, with some vestigial framing on the fuselage interior adjacent to the floor section; beyond
that- nothing. There is a cockpit, comprising a rear bulkhead, floor, and weird shapes moulded
on it to represent the pilot’s and co-pilot’s seats with two “crew figures” moulded integrally (they
reminded me of aftershave bottles). The instructions suggest painting the cockpit interior light

grey, but, once the tinted glazing is installed, I doubt whether anything is visible, so I painted the inside of the
glazing black. I apologise to those who think I should have detailed the cockpit; the thought of doing that in
1/200th is unnerving- I could not contemplate painting the “crew”! This cockpit section creates a compartment
above the nose-wheel well where ballast is placed (9 g is recommended): this was done, even if I displayed the
rear doors in the open position, I did not like the prospect of relying on the loading ramp jacks to support the
fuselage- they appeared too fragile to prop up the fuselage.
The cargo floor was cemented in place in the right-hand fuselage half. Locating it in the correct position was
imprecise as there is no clear indication as to exactly where it should sit; this could be critical for building the
model with rear doors open and loading ramp deployed. I did paint the interior, whether or not the doors would
be open, this was done before joining the fuselage halves. I also extended the cargo floor for the full length of
the interior, using .005” plasticard.
There were two small items to be added to the fuselage halves, at stage 2 of the build- these took time to sort
out. On top of each main undercarriage sponson is a rectangular aperture. The instruction sheet points out
that parts C11 & C12 are fitted into the apertures; I test fitted them- they did not fit. I now did a good deal
of trawling through reference books to discover what these parts were meant to represent. Detailed photos
of the top of a StarLifter’s main gear sponson seem rare- in all my visits to RAF Mildenhall I had not expended
film on this area of the airframe. Finally, in a copy of “Superbase 5 – Mildenhall” (Osprey 1989), I found the
answer. These are doors that open when the StarLifter’s u/c is lowered to allow the top of the main gear’s

shock absorbers to protrude through the top of the sponsons. After much fettling the parts (sort of) fitted. I
was glad I decided to fit them before joining the fuselage halves, as they kept falling through the apertures. I
needed fingers both outside and inside the fuselage. The doors needed time to set firmly, and filler was needed
to blend in the inner part of these components with the top of each sponson; sanding them smooth was not easy
because of the limited space involved. Throughout the build I used my favourite filler, by Vallejo: it is watersoluble, very fine, and quite fast hardening.
At this point, I decided that a generous measure of Laphroaig would help restore my fading faith in the kit!
Well, it was a good excuse!
Having painted the interior and cargo floor, as I was still undecided whether or not to have the rear doors open.
I did consider shading to emphasise the inadequate rib detail inside the fuselage- however, test fitting the
fuselage halves proved that such detail is virtually invisible. The fuselage halves were joined after filling the
aforementioned compartment below the cockpit floor with Liquid Gravity. Despite the fuselage halves fitting
very well at the initial dry-run, there was need for filler, particularly at the nose and below the aft fuselage.

While adhesive and filler on the fuselage was curing, my attention turned to the wings. These comprised four
parts- two complete upper port and starboard wings and two lower inner wing inserts. All went together almost
perfectly; the lower inserts clicked into place, but a little trimming was required at their outer ends to ensure
a flush fit- a matter of a few seconds’ work. If this kit had been designed in 2016, the upper wings and centre
section might have been moulded as one unit; as it is, the wings fit in the traditional way with tongue and slot
joints. This meant ensuring that the correct degree of anhedral was attained. Actually, the fit is good enough
to get that “wing-droop” almost right, though the starboard wing needed extra attention. The joins at the
upper wing roots are prominent, as seen in the photo; they needed careful work to blend them with the centre
section “shoulder”. I was pleased to find the lower wing root joins were good, needing no extra attention;
remedial work in that confined area would be awkward.
At this point, I decided to adopt a “belt and braces” approach, ensuring that the model does not become a tailsitter, filling the cockpit with more Liquid Gravity- it will not show through the blackened glazing. Once the
wing joins had hardened, the seams were filled with Vallejo filler. After this cured, the joins were blended with
the fuselage using sanding sticks of ever finer grit- final polishing being done with a 12,000 grit pad, restoring
the plastic to its original finish.
So far, unlike the dreadful B-52H kit, this model had not thrown up any major problems, other than those
poorly fitting upper gear doors. Now that the wings were attached, one could appreciate that, despite it being
1/200th scale, it is not a particularly small model. The next stage was to attach the tail-plane to the top of the
fin, and the IFR receptacle housing to the upper forward fuselage.
Now, I was almost ready to apply the basic camouflage colour, Gunship Gray FS 36118. My choice of paint was
Xtracolor X130 Gunship Gray FS 16118- the gloss finish being “decal ready”.
However, before any paint was sprayed, the rear doors were temporarily fitted to prevent paint from entering
the interior of the airframe. These doors are designed to be fitted in the open position, with the loading ramp
deployed, but it now occurred to me to complete the model with the doors closed. So, while I pondered this
action, the inside of the cockpit glazing was painted black and fitted in place- it did not fit well as it seemed to

be too narrow for the fuselage, and concealing the gaps was not very successful.
I decided that the rear doors would be closed.
There are two clamshell doors at the after end of the fuselage, together with a door over the loading ramp. It
was a struggle to get the doors to fit properly, without having one door displacing the two I had just fitted: one
door would fit in place quite well and the adjacent door fitted happily with it- then, on fitting the third door, the
first two are displaced- and so on! Finally, using gel superglue, all three doors were fitted- more or less (and
considerably less than more). To be honest, although they were now firmly fixed in place, the fit of the doors in
the closed position was absolutely appalling! Clearly, this was a very bad idea! Once superglue had cured, there
would be much filling, sanding and polishing to be done! I had a major task ahead to save the model.
At this point, I recalled that my supply of Laphroaig “relaxant” was exhausted, and I was obliged to turn to
camomile tea!
After an unhealthy amount of camomile tea had been consumed, and the superglue had cured, I applied large
quantities of filler around the rear doors. A bowl of water, fresh 600 grit “wet and dry”, sanding and polishing
sticks and pads were marshalled for the job, and I started repairing the hideous mess I had created. Over the
next hour, it became apparent that I had (just about) got away with my ill-judged decision to close the doors.
After the sanding was completed, the surface of the plastic was restored with a 12,000 grit polishing pad.
Now, thankfully, the rear doors were blended into the fuselage, and all protruding edges eliminated. I thought
about restoring the outlines of the doors by scribing, but photos of StarLifters in “European I” camouflage
show the closed doors’ outlines are not clear; besides, surface and panel details are mostly lost in this scale.
Before painting, the cockpit windows were masked, and Gunship Gray FS 36118 was airbrushed over the
airframe, and the model put aside to allow the paint to cure for 24 hours. Xtracolors are usually touch dry
within half an hour, but as Gunship Gray covered the entire airframe, I wanted it to be fully hardened before
further handling. Gunship Gray was also applied to the engine parts and undercarriage doors.
I now encountered a minor (silly?) problem. The kit’s instructions- if they may be generously called thatshow the part numbers for the engines as being C2, C21, and C3. The four parts C3 are the left halves of
the engines, and C2 and C21 are the right halves- so far so good. Now that the engines were assembled, the
instructions did not make it very clear as to which engine will go where; it took me a few moments to realise
that the underwing slots are different sizes matching the appropriate engine and pylon. This is very basic, but
not too clear in the instructions. (Perhaps it’s just me...) The engine/pylon assemblies were put aside until the
painted airframe had dried.
While the Gunship Gray dried, the undercarriage legs and insides of the undercarriage doors were painted
white, here I used Lifecolor Matt White acrylic paint; this paint is quite dense, covering these small parts well.
The oleos were painted silver. The centres of the ten undercarriage wheels were also painted matt white, and
a thin grey wash applied to them to “kill” the too-bright white centres. After the overall Gunship Gray had
hardened, Lifecolor Matt White was also applied to the wheel well interiors.
C-141Bs in “European I” camouflage had FS 34102 Medium Green and FS 34092 Green applied only on the upper
surfaces and the fuselage sides. I used Xtracolor X114 (FS 14092) Medium Green and Xtracolor X116 (FS
14102) Green. At the end of the build, matt varnish will change the paint from FS 1****- gloss- to FS 3****matt finish.

I have a copy of “USAF Colors and Markings in the 1990s” by Dana Bell (Greenhill Books, 1992). This is my
“Bible” regarding the finishes of USAF airframes of that period, and reproduces the official camouflage
diagrams and colour schemes of all USAF airframes. On comparing the kit instruction’s pattern with the
official pattern, I was pleasantly surprised to find that the kit’s instruction sheet was not too inaccurate: but,
whereas the pattern shown was not too bad, the colours are shown in some wrong locations. As the model is to
1/200th scale, I did not blend the boundaries of the colours- the blending on the actual airframe was not much
more than ¾ inch. I now hand-painted the remaining colours.
Usually, I use a flat brush, but the “European I” pattern for the C-141B (which incidentally earned the aircraft
the nickname of “StarLizard”) is quite intricate in 1/200th. A No.2 round brush proved best for this task,
although this meant it was not a quick job, however this pointed brush enabled me to draw the tightly curved
shapes of the pattern.

The radome on the actual airframe was only lightly sprayed Medium Green (FS 14092) to prevent interference
with the radar. This resulted in the radome appearing a fraction lighter than the rest of the airframe; a tiny
amount of white was added to the Medium Green for the radome.
After painting the airframe, my attention turned to the main undercarriage legs. These main legs did not
want to fit in the locations provided in the sponsons! After several attempts- each ending with the leg falling
inside the fuselage, (and me cursing me for closing the rear doors), I decided to perform rudimentary surgery
on the legs, more in hope than expectation! Both horizontal locating lugs on each undercarriage leg were cut
to about half their length, and I also removed the protruding location within the sponson for the forward lug.
Additionally, the upper part of the leg must protrude through that upper opening in the sponson (where I had
the earlier troubles). All this sounds simple. It is not! The first leg took a half-hour to fit properly after I had
worked out how best to tackle the job; the leg fell only five times into the fuselage... Having manoeuvred the
leg into its correct position, it was fixed in place with super-glue gel. The second main wheel assembly only took
five minutes to fit now that I had solved the process. Contrary to the instructions, u/c wheels were not fitted
to the u/c legs until the legs were in place.
By now, I felt like a huge need for more camomile tea! At this point that I hit an embarrassing snag...
Now that the u/c legs were firmly fixed, I casually checked that the centre of gravity was well forward of the
main u/c legs, as after all I had filled the nose and cockpit with Liquid Gravity... Oh, ****! It was a tail-sitter!
Time for very strong black coffee- not camomile tea!
While drinking the coffee, I had A Bright Idea as to how I could place more weight forward of the main u/c.
Using a pipette, and holding the model nose down and inverted, I squirted thin PVA glue inside the fuselage
via one of the sponsons, then poured Liquid Gravity into the forward fuselage by the same route. Crude, but
hopefully, effective... Two days passed before the thin PVA dried! Now, I could fit the ten u/c wheels. After
fitting, I let them set firmly before placing the model on its u/c, and see if the CG was now correct. It was
not...! To correct the tail-sitting, it was clear that I would have to go again through the process of injecting
PVA glue and Liquid Gravity into the forward fuselage via the u/c sponsons.
I had Another Bright Idea and fitted the engines: as they projected ahead of the wings they might move the
CG further forward. This almost worked; the model now balanced on its main u/c, looking as if it was takingoff and rotating with the nose wheels just off the ground. (Interesting... but I did not want such a diorama-

besides, the flaps, etc, would have to be scratch-built...) So, more weight was needed in the forward fuselage.
Having done it once, this second attempt went without a hitch, and thicker PVA glue was used to secure the
Liquid Gravity. The StarLifter now sat as intended- there is little ground clearance and the stance of the
model looks as if it is heavily loaded.
Next, the nose and main u/c doors were attached. Here the instruction sheet very clearly shows just how the
main doors were positioned when the u/c was deployed.
Then, quite suddenly, building the StarLifter was complete!
As I had chosen the “European I” option, there are not too many decals to apply and those are very small. (The
other marking option is a “white top” of the 63rd MAW in the earlier, full-colour, MAC livery.) The decals are
very matt, but went on well with the help of the MicroSet/MicroSol system. However, the only decals that are
easily seen are the US flags on the tail and the white guide marking on the IFR receptacle: low-viz really does
mean low-viz, in this case!
All that remained to do was to apply matt varnish to the entire airframe. On mentioning this to my son, he
advised me not to use an airbrush for this, as current high humidity levels can cause “frosting” of the varnish,
he advised hand-painting. Instead I set my alarm for 0430hrs, before summer humidity levels had built up,
and airbrushed the model with acrylic Micro Flat varnish thinned with 25% water. I used a comparatively high
pressure for this- 18 to 20 psi- keeping the spray moving steadily over the model; there was no frosting. The
varnish dried to an excellent finish, with just enough sheen to replicate the “Gunship Quality” finish the USAF
decreed for its StarLifters.

Am I pleased with the result?
Reasonably: I am not really content with the fitting of the cockpit glazing, and may revisit this area, but, after
the titanic struggle I had with the rear doors, I am going to leave that on hold for a long time! Overall, my
experience with this model was much better than I had with the B-52H kit- despite the nightmare door-fitting
phase, which in all honesty was my own fault.
By the way- anyone want two unbuilt 1/200 Hummers..?

Prototype note
The model represents a C-141B of the 15th Military Airlift Squadron, 63rd Military Airlift Wing, based at
Norton AFB in California, in 1990. That year the 63rd MAW won the 1990 Airlift Rodeo Competition held at
Pope AFB and Fort Bragg. The 63rd MAW had operated C-141A and C-141B StarLifters since April 1967. In
1991 the 63rd MAW was re-designated as the 63rd Airlift Wing, and was deactivated during 1992 on the
planned closure of Norton AFB; its aircraft were transferred to Air Force Reserve units.
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